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An elementary proof is given for the existence of the Kubota-Leopoldt padic 
L-functions. Also, an explicit formula is obtained for these functions, and a 
relationship between the values of the padic and classical L-functions at positive 
integers is discussed. 
In a well-known paper, Kubota and Leopoldt [2] proved the existence 
of p-adic analytic functions that may be regarded as p-adic analogs of the 
classical Dirichlet L-series. The purpose of this note is to give an elemen- 
tary proof of their result. We shall also obtain an explicit formula for 
these p-adic L-functions. 
First, we need some definitions: 
Let x be a Dirichlet character with conductorf. We make the convention 
that x(a) = 0 if (a, f) > 1. If x = 1, then x(u) = 1 for all a, including 
a = 0. The generalized Bernoulli numbers B,,, are then defined by the 
relation 
In the case x = 1, these reduce to the classical Bernoulli numbers B, : 
B, = 1, B, = $, B, = jr, B, = 0, etc. We fix an algebraic closure a,, of Q, 
(= p-adic numbers) and also fix an embedding of the algebraic closure of 
Q (= rationals) into SL, . We therefore may regard the values of x, hence, 
the B,,, , as lying in SL, . 
Similarly, the Bernoulli polynomials B,(X) are defined by the relation 
goB,(X)$ = z. 
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It is easy to see that 
B,(X) = i (7) BsXfi-j. 
j=O 
Ifpisanoddprime,letq=p.Ifp=2,thenletq=4.Ifa~Z,, 
p r a, then there is a unique root of unity w(a) in Z, such that w(a) I 
a mod q. w is clearly a character with conductor q, and every such a may 
be written uniquely as a = w(a)(a), where {a) 5 1 mod q. 
Finally, we define the polynomial 
0 n x = $X(X - 1) *** (X - n + l), n > 0; 0 x 0 = 1 . 
Of course (z) simply reduces to a binomial coefficient when X is a non- 
negative integer. 
We shall also need the following elementary lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. 1 n! I 2 lp y/+1), where 1 1 denotes the usual p-adic 
absolute value. 
Proof. The power of p dividing n! is at most np-l + n~-~ + np-3 + 
. . . = n/( p - 1). 
LEMMA 2. Let P,(X) = C,“p, anSiXn, a,,+ E P, , i = 0, l,..., be a se- 
quence of power series, each of which converges in ajixed subset D of R, , 
such that 
(1) a,,i + a,,, as i-+ co for each n; and 
(2) for each s ED and E > 0, there exists no = no(s, E) such that 
I Cnh, a,,isn 1 < E for all i. 
Then limi,, Pt(s) = PO(s) for all s E D. 
Proof: I PO(s) - Pi(s)1 d maxoG*G,O {E, I a,,$ - a,,, I * I s* I> = c for i 
sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 3. Let G = gfbe a positive integral multiple of$Then 
B R.X = Gn-l 5 x(-a) B,(-a/G), n >, 0, 
0-l 




-f. ; G”-l : x(-4 B, (2) 
a-1 
= -& jl x(-a) f 9 B, (2) = + ; x(-a) “‘~;;““,““’ 
n=o . a=1 
t 
Z--- 
P - 1 gl x(b) ebt - x(G) eGt + x(O)) i 
= -x(O) t + & jl x(a) eat( 1 + eft + ... $ e(g-ljft) 
f  x(u) teat 
= -x(O) t + x1 eft _ 1 ___ = Bo,, + U4,x - x(O)) t + f  4,x 5. 
n=2 
LEMMA 4 (von Staudt-Clausen). Let n be apositive integer. Zfp - 1 ) n, 
then B, E --p-l mod Z, . Zfp - 1 f n, then B, = 0 mod Z, . Znparticular, 
pB, E Z, for all n 3 0. 
Proof. Although this theorem is a well-known, classical result, it 
follows easily from a subsequent formula; consequently, we shall give its 
proof later. 
We can now prove the main result: 
THEOREM. Let F = l.c.m.(q, f) and let 
Then L,(s, x) is meromorphic (analytic if x # 1) for s E G$, such that 
I s I < I q 1-l j p VP-l) = R > 1, and 
B L,(l - n, x) = -(l - xw-“(p) p”-1) * ) n >, 1. (2) 
Therefore, if x(- 1) = --I, LJs, x) vanishes identically. L&s, 1) has a 
simplepole at s = 1, with residue 1 - (l/p). 
Proof. To prove Lp(s, x) is meromorphic, it suffices to show that 
CpO (;)(-F/a)j Bj and (~2)~ = X:0 (;)((a) - 1)j are both analytic for 
I s / < R. In Lemma 2, let P,(X) = Ci-, (:)(-F/u)5 Bj for i 2 1. Since 
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q I F and [ Bj I < [ p I-l, it follows (for p +‘a) that [(l/j!)(-F/a)i Bj ( < 
R-i j p 1-l - 0 as j--f co; so we may clearly define a power series xz=,, 
u,$??, with lim,+a a,,i = a,,,, (notation of Lemma 2). Since the term P 
occurs in ($) only for j > n, it is easy to see that 1 a,,i 1 < R-n Ip j-1 for 
i = 0, I,..., Therefore, Cl, an,& converges for s E 8, , 1 s 1 < R, and for 
any such s, condition (2) of Lemma 2 is easily seen to be satisfied. Therefore 
CT-,, ($)(--F/o)” Bi is analytic for 1 s 1 < R. The proof for (cz)~ is similar. 
Since 
0 - 1) LP(s,~x)Is-l = (l/F) f: x(4 = 0, x # 1 
0-l 
91a = 1 - (l/P), x = 1, 
L,(s, x) is analytic for x # I, and has the residue 1 - (l/p) at s = 1 for 
x = 1. 
Finally, using Lemma 3, we obtain 
(1 - xw-“(P) P”-‘) B,,x,-n 
= B,,x,-, - xo-“(p) P~-~B,,~,-, 
= Fn-l i xw-“(-a) B-(-a/F) - Fn-l ‘f xw-“(-pa) B,,(-palt;) 
a-1 a-1 
F 
= Fn-l 1 xw-“(-a) &(-u/F) 
0=1 
P4lz 
= FnP1 i XW-“(-a) jt (7) (-a/F)+j Bj 
0-l 
P*lZ 
= F-l ail xo+(-a)(-a)” ,t (Y) (-F/a)‘Bj 
BfO 
= x(-l) F-l ai1 x(4 <a>* ,c (y) (-F/uY 4 
Pla 
= -x(-l) n&(1 - n, x). 
(3) 
However, it is easy to see from the defining relation (1) that B,,, = 0 if 
x(-l) # (-1)” (with the exception of x = 1, n = 1). Therefore, if 
x(-l) = -1 then I,,(1 - n, x) = 0 for n > 0, and since the negative 
integers are dense in Z, , it follows from the uniqueness theorem for 
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power series [l, p. 191 that L,(s, x) vanishes identically in this case. It also 
follows that for x(- 1) = 1, L,(s, x) is the unique analytic function 
satisfying Eq. (2). 
We remark that the statement and proof of the theorem remain valid if 
F is replaced by any positive integral multiple of F. 
For the sake of completeness, we now prove Lemma 4. Let n > 2 (the 
cases n = 0, I,2 are trivially verified) and assume by induction that 
pB+,, E 2, for all m < n. Letting x = mn in Eq. (3), reducing mod 1, and 
using the induction assumption, we find that 
(-I)” (1 - pn-l) B, 
= 1 i a” - 
4 a=1 
n r Blan-I @1, 
VW Ma 
If p + 2, this becomes 
v4a 
(-1)” (1 - P”) Bn 
v-1 P-l 




from which the result follows. Ifp = 2, the proof is similar. 
It is well known that for the classical L-series, L(1 - n, x) = -B,,,/n 
for n > 1; hence, using the embedding of the algebraic closure of Q into 
SZ, , we may state that 
-Ml + n, xl = (1 - (X~YP)/Pn+l)) L(l + n, XWn), for n < 0, n E Z. 
We shall now show how the left and right sides of the above equation may 
also be considered analogs of each other for positive integers n. 
We first observe that (see [S, p. 2411) 
From Stirling’s series for log T’(z), it may be shown that 
(1”) (--z)++j) Bj 
(see [3; 5, p. 2521; note that [5]uses a different enumeration of the Bernoulli 
numbers than we do), where “N” means that the right-hand side is the 
asymptotic expansion of the left-hand side. (“Asymptotic expansion” 
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means that for any m, the function equals the mth partial sum 
+O(l z I-(m+i)) as z -+ co for a certain range of values of arg(z). In the 
above case, this includes the positive real axis.) Since this expansion 
converges p-adically for 1 z 1 > 1 (p-adic absolute value), we will regard 
the resulting p-adic valued function as the analog of Cz=, l/(z + m)n+l. 
We therefore may consider 
as the analog of 
Finally, we note that the above analogy indicates a relationship between 
two unsolved problems. First, the values of the p-adic L-functions for 
integers > 2 are not known. The corresponding classical problem would 
be to determine the values of L(n, x) for even x at odd integers > 2, and 
for odd x at even integers > 2. This problem also appears to be unsolved. 
Perhaps the solution of one of these problems would yield some insight 
into the other. 
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